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Clovis Pet Hospital
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June 2017
FLEA AND TICK PREVENTION MONTH

PURCHASE BRAVECTO AND WIN A DOG OR CAT GOODIE BASKET

$15 0R $35 REBATES ON BRAVECTO!

tt#1

Benefits of Flea & Tick
Preventatives for Pets

12 Weeks of continuous protection
against fleas and ticks and fewer chances to
forget a treatment

WORKS FAST
Kills 100% of fleas and ticks in 12 hours
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SAFE
FDA approved and proven safe for both dogs
and cats for 12 weeks

CONVENIENT
Ease and convenience of long-lasting
protection means less worry

Did you know that it takes only a single
flea bite to cause an allergic reaction in
your pet? Tick and flea preventatives can
do more than just eliminate your pet's
itchy fleas and prevent allergic reactions.
Flea and tick medications also prevent
tapeworms, ticks, and other insects from
biting your pet, and prevent fleas from
getting inside your home, on your
furniture, and in your bedding. It is much
easier to prevent a flea infestation than to
treat an existing one. Don't let your furry
friend suffer from a flea infestation and
don't let fleas get into your home.
BRAVECTO PROTECTS AGAINST:
 Flea allergies
 Hot spots
 Biting adult fleas
 Skin infections
 Tapeworms
 Lyme disease
 Ehrlichia
 Rocky Mountain spotted fever
 Fleas and ticks in your home

WIN ME!!!!
Purchase BRAVECTO
feline or canine this
month and be entered in
a drawing to WIN a
doggie or kitty bed filled
with goodies!
This month only!!!

CPH DOG TRAINING TIP
OF THE MONTH

WHY DOES YOUR DOG JUMP UP?
A dog leaping up to get closer to your
face is simply saying ‘hello’ and looking
for attention.
DON’T INCREASE THE EXCITEMENT
When you come home, don’t talk in an
excited, high pitched
voice and don’t look at
or touch your dog until
he is calm and all 4
paws are on the floor.
EXTINGUISHING THE JUMP
It sounds deceptively simple, but simply
ignoring your dog when he is jumping
by turning your back and looking away
will eventually teach him that it no
longer gets attention
REWARD THE GOOD
As soon as all 4 paws are on the
ground, look at your dog and tell him
he is doing well. As soon as he starts to
leap again, turn your back. Also be
aware that a problem behavior often
gets worse before it improves…SO BE
CONSISTANT! Just remember, that as
soon as all 4 paws are on the ground,
reward him (with praise and eye
contact), so he gets the idea.
Thank you for entrusting our
veterinary hospital staff
with your pets care.
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